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In males with the genetic constitution z Dp

(1:1) (WSP) (wa) kept against attached females,
we have on several occasions (6 separate times)
found premeiotic eliminations of the duplication
with a simultaneous elimination of the wsp in
the left and a wa in the right duplication. This

duplication-eliminated chromosome gives a wild type eye color phenotype, characteristic for
z w+ males. But the chromosome region remains genetically unstable, generating deletions

(i.e. white mutants) in high frequency, as well as shifts in the white-locus activity, giving
z w+ (zeste) and z w+ (red) eye color phenotypes (Rasmuson et alo) 0 Recombination experiments
have. indicated that the unstable DNA possibly is associated with the orientation of the in-
serted segment, which is localized to the right of the white-locus, and thus regulates the
white-locus activity.

The localized unstable DNA is also a part of a transposing element. It can be sponta-
neously excised from the original position in the X-chromosome and integrated into non-homolo-
gous positions. In this transposing process the white-locus can be co-transposed into the
new positions, where the locus is completely active.

The following positions have been mapped. The two first mentioned are spontaneous in
origin. The first is a transposon into the heterochromatin of the fourth chromosome, in which
position it has been shown to retain its instabilityo The phenotypic expression is associated
with the number of Y-chromosomes. The second transposon is inserted into the third chromosome,
but its position is still not well known. The last three transposons have appeared after
mutagen treatment, and they have all been found to be inserted into the second chromosome.
Transposon w+II(78c28) is mapped to about 74, transposon w+II78eOl to about 57, and transposon
w+II78h24 to about 59 in the second chromosome.

They are all very short transposons; no one covers the rst or the vt loci to the right
of white-locus nor one of the closest localized lethals to the left of the locus, i.e., Judd's
1(1) 63k18, localized 0.022 map units to the left of the white-locus. They are all charac-
terized by wild ty~e pigmented males in association with 'z in the X-chromosome, except for
the transposon T w II78c28, the males of which have a halo-pigmented margin of the eye. The
T w+ 78h24 is of particular interest, since simultaneously with the transposon the corres-
ponding deletion of the white-locus was isolated as a premeiotic z Df(l) w-78h24 deletion.

Preliminary hybridizing experiments together with Gvozdev show this unstable DNA to be
identical with the intercalary heterochromatic DNA, cloned in the Dm 225 plasmid (Ilyin et
al.), since the male salivary chromosomes from the z w+ (zeste) phenotype as well as the z w+
(red) phenotype show hybridization with this cloned DNA, whereas the Df(l) w- deletion, which
is a white eyed deletion from this unstable X-chromosome, does not.
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D. affinis, algonquin, athabasca and narragan-
sett occur sympatrically in a subset of their
ranges 0 The relative abundance of these species
varies within anyone locality over time and
over a latitudinal gradient between localities

(Miller, Amero MidI. Natur. 60:52; Richmond,
unpub. data). Fig. 1 shows the average relative frequency of the four species in a single
locality near Bloomington, Indiana for the months of March through September in 1972, 1973
and 19740 We tested the hypothesis that the temperature and dessication tolerance of the four
species might account for the pronounced shifts in relative frequency by determining the time
required for 50% of a group of flies to die when subjected to combined temperature and dessi-
cation stress. A group of 20 flies of one sex was placed into a 71 cc glass vial which was
immersed in a water bath. Dry air obtained by passing the stream through a 4:1 mixture of an-
hydrous calcium chloride and "indicating" Dryrite was routed through each vial at a rate of




